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Abstract
A company produces hospital beds for global market with tight delivery schedules. On the production line
is often constrained by the uncertainty of inventory and work in process (WIP) availability and has been
used excessive resources which is losing company competitiveness. To achieve on time delivery (OTD)
applied D Minus 1 production scenario with process sequences are welding, painting and assembly
scheduled respectively on D-2, D-1 and D0 day. D minus 1 is activity to provide the WIP buffer
downstream as a supply of materials for the upstream process which is carried out periodically with a
one-day cycle so that the demand for product delivery can be completed. This scenario modelled as
dynamic system which is set as cyclic process with period one day to shipping time. Use production
dynamic factors can be simulated production control which is able to achieve OTD. Those factors are
function of inventory adjustment time (IAT), Finish inventory adjustment time (FAT) and WIP
adjustment time (WAT).Using those factors in the production line can be shown effect of the IAT, FAT,
WAT to the level of accurate and precision of the process to the production target, which is can be used
for achieve OTD succeed.
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1. Introduction
This Paper is part of a research on modelling of work in process (WIP) planning and control multi-product
production of hospital beds for anticipate demand of this products in Indonesia. Data from the Ministry of Health
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Republic of Indonesia (2015) in 2015 ratio of hospital bed per 1000 population(Fig 1(a)) is 1.21 and in 2014 to 2015
have been bought 39,403 beds, it is mean growth of this business was 0.097 per 1000 population(Fig 1(b)).

Figure 1. Ratio of hospital beds per 1000 population and regression of the growth, Ministry of Health Republic
Indonesia, 2015
According to potential demand for hospital beds in Indonesia are subject to a manufacturing company in
Yogyakarta Indonesia. Currently this company is undertaking major efforts to reach the highest level in its class, in
addition to the outstanding company indeed.
The targeting market segment is export and domestic market area. For the domestic market the company
provides any services for the private sector and to the government. Market responds are tremendously significant,
the further impact is company has to serve the very diverse of kind of its products, volume, time and shipment
destination to serve from single customers or orders in the form of projects.
To anticipate the significant business growth, the company implemented ERP SAP system (runs since 2013), but
the result is not as well as expected. Especially in the production floor, the information in every aspect of
production in production floor not real time available. The operating speed of the ERP SAP system is rather slow
moving than production time, production information always late to be processed and the impact is being waste in
the production floor rise up drastically and make frustrate peoples which operating ERP SAP (Sudiro et al., 2017).
The components have been reached assembly station but the information of the components still left behind,
almost no data of the components have been issued or received in SAP data base, even the finish good have been
received in the warehouse but without any transaction document. The worst case is in the end of the years, financial
departments cannot close the report, the huge differences of the stock on all production unit and very difficult to
balance this stock differences. Cumulative stock differences in year 2014 is nearly 1.2 million US $ and 2.8 million
US $ in 2015, this is make huge loses for the company (Sudiro et al., 2017).
To achieve customer satisfaction the company tries to apply a new production scenario D Minus 1 (Sudiro et al.,
2015) to integrated all activities carried out between production planning and scheduling, production facilities,
production dispatching and production execution (ISA 95, 2000) in order to provide services that meet customer
demands.
The objective of this study is to support D minus 1 production scenario with model production control which is
has ability for shows adjustment time of any production factors (inventory, finish inventory and WIP) could affect
production system. By these factors can be predicted behavior of production system and than can be chosen the best
value of inventory adjustment time (IAT), finish inventory adjustment time (FAT) and WIP adjustment time (WAT)
in order to succeed produce the goods as already planned and go to on time delivery (OTD) to achieve highest level
of customer’s satisfaction.

2. Literature Review
Many enterprises have practiced the lean thinking paradigm to enhance the efficiency of their business processes.
In recent years, an agile manufacturing paradigm has been underlined as an alternative to, and possibly an
improvement on, leanness. Christopher and Towill (2001) have described that lean concepts work well where demand
is relatively stable and predictable where product diversity is low. In contrast, when customer requirement for variety
is high and volatile, a much higher level of agility is required. Helo (2000) defined agile manufacturing as the
capability of reacting to unpredictable market changes in a cost-effective way, simultaneously prospering from the
uncertainty. In many manufacturing companies, dynamically changing markets are demanding more differentiated
products in lower volumes and within less production lead time. Any uncertain conditions challenge the dynamic
response of manufacturing systems. Enterprises have to deal with high seasonal rise and fall in demand. Frequent
changes of product designs and complex products need quicker response times in ramp-up to volume. To stay
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competitive in this 21st century global industrialization, companies require responsive manufacturing systems that can
react to unpredictable market changes as well as launch new products economically and efficiently. Responsive
manufacturing systems yield shorter production lead time, minimal inventory build-up and related cost, better overall
dynamic system behavior and thus lead to excellent customer satisfaction.
Fong (2005) has been describe production control model as shown in figure 2 and figure 4. Figure 2 shows of a
single-stage production control system the objective is to reach a particular inventory value (i.e., desired inventory,
INV*) of a single-stage production system subjected to a particular customer demand. Given a new program launch
of product, the management policy is to determine a set of system parameters such that the production will meet the
target inventory level within a reasonable settling time. The production inventory is the accumulation of a difference
between the production rate (PR) and the shipment rate (SR) during a certain shipment time (ST). The shipment rate
is calculated from dividing the total inventory level by the average shipment time. The production rate (PR) is given
by the desired production rate (DPR). The desired production rate (DPR) represents the rate at which the units of
product are to be made to the inventory.

Figure 2. A single-stage production control system, Fong (2005)
There are two fundamental decision rules to determine the desired production quantity. First, production should
replace the expected shipment rate (ESR) from the inventory. Second, if there is any discrepancy between the desired
inventory INV* and the actual inventory INV, the production rate should be controlled by either making more than
ESR or making less than ESR while the inventory level is below or above the target value respectively (i.e., AINV).
Hence, DPR is the sum of ESR and AINV. The adjustment for the inventory AINV generates the negative (balancing)
“inventory control” feedback loop as shown in Fig.3. AINV is a linear adjustment in the discrepancy between INV*
and INV over the inventory adjustment time (IAT). Sterman (2000) describes this adjustment time as the time
constant for the particular feedback loop. The IAT represents how fast the production system reacts to correct the
discrepancy of inventory level. In the later section, we show that IAT of this single-stage system model only
represents a portion of the entire system time constant of the actual transfer function. This time delay is sometimes so
short relative to the dynamics of interest, we can assume that there is no delay so that it is acceptable to let ESR = SR.
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Figure 3. Complete BD representation of a single-stage production system, Fong (2005)
We further modify the single-stage model to become a two-stage production control system by adding to the
receding stage of production a “work-in-process control” feedback loop and related causal loop variables as shown in
Fig.4. There are two stock elements found in this model accumulate the work-in-process (WIP) roduction units and
its finished inventory (FI) units. WIP accumulates the difference between production start rate (PSR) and production
completion rate (PCR) during a certain production lead-time (LT). The finished inventory (FI) determines the stock
level between production completion rate (PCR) less shipment rate (SR) over an average shipment time (ST). There
are two balancing feedback loops found to adjust the work-in-process (WIP) and the finished inventory (FI). Similar
to the single-stage model, there is a linear adjustment between desired work-in-process (WIP*) and WIP over a
specified work-in-process adjustment time (WAT) as the adjustment for work-in-process (AWIP). Likewise, there is
an adjustment for finished inventory (AFI) between desired inventory (DI*) and FI over a specified finished inventory
adjustment time (FAT). In addition, the desired production completion rate (DPCR) is the sum of AFI and expected
shipment rate (ESR). Similarly, the desired production rate (DPR) is calculated by adding AWIP and desired
production completion rate (DPCR). In this model, the desired work-in-process (WIP*) is the product of DPCR and
the expected lead time (ELT). It is assumed that expected lead time is equal to lead time (ELT=LT), and that there is
no time delay between shipments such that ESR = SR.

Figure 4. A two-stage production control system, Fong(2005)

Figure 5. Complete BD representation of a two-stage production system, Fong(2005)
Response of both system for each input references show in equation (1) for single stage and equation (2) for two
stage control system. This respon are output of control system for total production planning horison time use shipping
time(ST) and this different with model D minus1which is base on daily production. For case in this study this
equation is modified for fullfil model D minus 1 and the system control is used for controlling daily production and
repeating until reach shipping time.
Response of single stage control system:

y(t )  K 1  et /  ;

With

lim y(t )  K
t 

(1)
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3. Methodology
Methodologies used in this study is modeling production scenario in the shop floor use D minus1 model for
producing hospital bed in the production line. For each product planned to be produced in the production plant
provided 3 machines with the flow of process is starting from welding, painting and assembly. This machine pair
planned to produce product as order demand using shipment time as the planning horizon.
To setup production planning and scheduling (PPS) activity the PPS is modeling and controlled as classical
control system, also for this system created mathematical model for production. Base on the model control system
is used Fong (2005) model for responsive manufacturing system and for this study is choose single stage and two
stage control system. Fong systems are modeling for production system for total shipment time and this is different
with D minus 1 model which is base on daily production. For this study Fongs model is modified for one day
production and than setup mathematical periodic function and make process repetition until production time reach
shipment time.
To setup mathematical model of D minus 1 production scenario is used Heaviside function. By this
mathematical function is set production experiments use ANOVA and production factors which is used are IAT,
FAT, WAT and LT for make prediction of production process model behavior.

4. D Minus 1 Production Scenario
Model D minus 1 production scenario is shown in Fig. 6a. The ” Day 0” being time scheduled to assembly the
finished goods. Day - 1 is day scheduled on the upstream buffer WIP materials supply, consecutively implemented
for every upper stream of the workstations buffer. Raw components supplied in lot and downsize in batch in WIP
buffer to supply the welding stations, welding buffer in batch supply to paint shop and feed queuing in hanger.
Coming out from paint shop, the components are arranged in racks, trolley or box in batch of WIP buffer. This batch
materials is sent to assembly station together with standard components supply from warehouse arranged in kiting
form.
Timing scheme of this model is shown in Fig. 6b. In time D - 2 must be available WIP buffer as feeding
material to welding plant. The result of welding process is WIP buffer, this complete WIP buffer must be available
feed to paint shop, and result of paint shop are finish components which is fed to assembly line.
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Figure 6. D minus 1 production scenario (Sudiro et.al, 2015)
The sequence diagram of manufacturing execution (MES) for mode D minus 1 is shown in fig 7 (Sudiro et.al,
2017). In this model assembly process (M3) start 2 days behind M1 and 1day behind M2. In the first day has available
WIP buffers in B1 of raw components to build a kind of product and ready fed to M1. In this day for this kind of
product station M2 and M3 is in waiting state. In the day second has available WIP buffer in B2 and ready fed to M2,
together with M1 , M1 and M2 in production state but M3 is still in waiting state. In the day third has available WIP
buffer in B3 and ready fed to M3. All WorkCentre’s M1, M2 and M3 is in production state. In the day forth and so on
all the Working Center’s is in production state until job scheduled is finish. The production command signal send
from production dispatcher as a task in feature of MES.

Figure 7. Sequence Diagram of Manufacturing Execution (Sudiro et.al, 2017)

5. Production Planning And Scheduling Frame Work
5.1 Production Planning Horizon
D minus 1 model production is cyclic planning production process (Groenevelt et al, 1996) using planning
horizon is shipping time (ST). Production scenario of the model using multi stage production process. For every
production stage use same effective processing time with a period is shipping time minus number of stage minus 1,
it is mean for production scenario using 3 stage of production the effective processing time is ST – 2 day (Fig 8).
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The process is begin for the first stage, and the last stage can be start after all the stage behind has work. For the case
of single product hospital bed production is used 3 stage production consists welding, painting and assembly so
assembly process start at the third day and welding process finished 2 days earlier then assembly process.

Figure 8. D minus 1 planning horizon.

5.2 Planning Production Schedule
Production schedule is setup used mathematical Heaviside function H(t) (Legua et al, 2008):
for
0 
t0
H (t )  
for
1

t
0


(4)

Using Ddi as the stimulus and ST is total planning horizon. General time respond Dp at time t for every number of
period k of period Td can be determine as:
Dp(t , k )  Ddi ( H (t  kTd )  H (t  kTd  Td ))

(5)

k=1, 2, 3,………ST = number of period
By equation (5) can be determined day to day production schedule in each work stations as seen in equation 6,7, 8
each is respectively schedule for welding, painting and assembly :
Dpk (t , k )  Ddi ( H (t  (k  1)Td )  H (t  ( k  1)Td  Td ))

(6)

Dpc(t , k )  Ddi ( H (t  kTd )  H (t  kTd  Td ))

(7)

Dpa (t , k )  Ddi ( H (t  (k  1)Td )  H (t  ( k  1)Td  Td ))

(8)

Base on equation 6, 7, 8 have been creating module use Matlab for setup production schedule with output as shown
in table 1. This is table of production activity for deliver order of 160 units product hospital bed Supramak 73006,
with daily production 40 units with shipping time 6 days production period date is 2÷8 February 2017 (holidays
were ignored).
Table 1. 73006 Supramak Bed Production Schedule
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5.3 Modification of Single-Stage Fongs Production Models
The single-stage production control step response to the equation (1) is for inventory scenario using the
total time of ST transmission time, whereas the D minus 1 scenario is based on daily production with the effective
time of Tp production of 8 hours. To get the production model in accordance with the D minus 1 scenario then a
single stage control model is modified using the Heaviside function.
This model will be used at each work station by superposition of the daily production of each workstation
and the total inventory of each process can be set. The modifications from production to the total delivery time into
daily production are by changing the total time constant τ and proportional gain K of equation (1) using the ST1
value with the set one-day rate into the daily time constant. The daily time constant of each workstation is:
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ST2 IATpk
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(9)
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τpk = time constant in the welding process
τpc = time constant in the painting process

τpa= time constant in the assembly process

IATpk = IAT for welding process

IATpc = IAT for painting process

IATpa = IAT for assembly process
K pk 
K pc 

K pa 

 pk

(12)

IATpk
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(13)

IATpc

 pa

(14)

IATpa

K pk = Proportional gain of welding process
K pc = Proportional gain of painting process
K pa = Proportional gain of assembly process
The supply and release scenario at the welding station is provided in accordance with the total demand
distributed to the Dd daily demand which must be complied with ST delivery time. The amount of output from the
welding portion at all times to meet the ST delivery time for a one-stage production model with daily production
time using the Heaviside method of production equation is:
For welding process is

Opk (t ) 

ST  2

DK
d

k 1

pk

( H (t  (k  1))  H (t  (k  1)) e

(  t  ( k 1))/ pk
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For painting process is
Opc (t ) 

ST 1

D K
k 1

d

pc

( H (t  k )  H (t  k ) e

(  t  k )/ pc

)  Dd H (t  (k  1))

(16)
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For assembly process is
ST

Opa (t )   Dd K pa ( H (t  (k  1))  H (t  (k  1))e

(  t  ( k 1))/ pa

k 1

)  Dd H (t  (k  2))

(17)

5.4 Modification of Two-Stage Fongs Production Models
Response of two-stage production control in equation (1) is for WIP scenario and inventory scenario using
total time based on ST is different from scenario D minus 1 which uses daily production scenarios. To get the
production model according to scenario D minus 1 then the two stage control model is modified using the Heaviside
function. This model is used as a combined production control model of WIP and inventory. The first stage is used
for WIP and the second is for inventory. This model illustrates the daily output at the assembly station.
Modifications from production to total delivery time into daily production are done by changing the dynamic
characteristics of the output system. The modified factor ie the natural frequency (ωn) and the damping ratio (ξ) ,
both are found in equations (2), in this case the daily use of ST1 is daily rate of 1 day. The change results in an
equation:
 1

1 

1

1 

(18)

n  
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 LT WAT   ST2 FAT  
 

1 
1
1 

1 

2n  LT WAT 

(19)

The supply and output scenario of the production system according to the total demand distributed to Dd
daily demand that must be fulfilled to comply with ST shipping time. The number of releases from the system at all
times satisfies the ST delivery time at the two-stage production model for the daily production time formulated using
the Heaviside method is:
ST

O pa (t )   Dd K ( H (t  (k  1))  H (t  (k  1))
k 1

 tan 1 (

1  2

en (  t  ( k 1))
1  2

sin(d (t  ( k  1))

(20)

))  D H (t  (k  2))

d

Two-stage output model with D minus 1 scenario for total demand of 120 units with 5-day delivery time
using output process equation (20) is shown in Fig.9.

Figure 9. Two-stage daily output model of D minus 1

6. Production Process Simulation
6.1 Simulation of Single-Stage Production Process
For two level and three factor simulation of single-stage system use factors shipping time 5-day and 7-day
delivery time, IAT is 1 and 4 days for produce 120 and 200 units beds are shown in Fig. 10 and the simulation
results are shown in Table 2. Table 2 show shipping time ST1, expected shipping time ST2 and IAT is significance
production process, with low IAT faster production process reach the production target (Fig. 10), high IAT slower or
maybe any delay will be happen in the production line. Total production planned in this case is 120 and 200 units for
shipping time 5 and 7 day, for both production scenario daily production demand is 40 units. Use modification
equation (16) to D minus 1 scenario for example is painting process with IAT 0.08 day, ST1 is 1day, expected
shipping time ST2 is 0.9 day, simulation result show in Fig. 11.
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Figure 10. Single-stage production simulation for two level and three factors production experiments
Table 2. Effect of experiments factor to precision of time target for single-stage system

Figure 11. D minus 1 of daily painting process, ST1 = 1 day, ST2 = 0.9 day, IAT = 0.08day
Time finish inventory target for this case is 8 hours in this case is in1.37day (Fig.12, one shift reference time
line). At this time have finish 38.7653 units, for 40 units targets process delay for 1.2347 units. This delay caused
delay of inventory finish start received in the painting buffer container. Inventory start at 1.17 day (Fig.12, painting
stock line), painting process need one cycle for completing process in the production line before component finish.
To avoid delay is needed wright adjustment time for inventory.
Complete scenario of D minus 1 production scenario for daily productions is 40 units bed, for all the process,
welding, painting, and assembly with supply of raw components supply is show in Fig. 12.

Figure 12. D minus 1 Production scenario for 120 beds, ST 5 day, Dd 40 units, IAT 0.01day
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6.2 Simulation of Two-Stage Production Process
In the case of two-stage production system is planned total of 120 units (Dd is 40 units) delivery time is 5
days. For two level and three factor simulation is used LT 1.5 and 2 days, WAT 0.05 and 0.3 days, FAT 0.1 and 0.5
days, simulation results are shown in table 3 and Fig. 13. Simulation result show all experiments factor are have
significant effect to the production process and to reach production target must be adjust all factors closely to the
process.

Figure 13. Two-stage production scenario for 120 beds, ST 5 days, Dd 40 units
Table 3. Effect of experiments factor to precision of time target for two-stage system

On simulation using WAT = 0.05, FAT = 0.1 (Fig. 14) found stable system response at 514 minutes and
over shoot reached 2.2464%. The result of this simulation shows a 34 minute delay and over shoot only 1 unit. The
average process cycle time is 12.85 minutes, relativ close to the takt time. The factors of production factors in this
system may be recommended for use even though there should be more time, but this time value is less effective on
the system.

Figure 14. D minus 1 production scenario for 120 beds, ST 5 day, Dd 40 units, WAT 0.05 day and FAT 0.1 day
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7. Conclusion
This study is to support model D minus 1 production scenario with systematic production planning and
scheduling (PPS). The result of the study have gained influence of any production factors that is inventory
adjustment time (IAT), finish inventory adjustment time (FAT) and WIP adjustment time (WAT) in order to control
process stability to succeed produce the goods as already planned and go to on time delivery (OTD) to achieve
highest level of customer’s satisfaction.
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